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Studio as Site

My studio sits on the western terminus of Canal Street. Out of my window I can
see Canal Street as it stretches east, cutting an artery from the Hudson River almost all
the way to the East River. To the right is an underpass leading to the Westside Highway
and other outlets, to the left, the entrance and sign for The Holland Tunnel, writ in large
white letters with an LED sign below broadcasting various traffic and Covid-19 warnings,
currently set to the default DO NOT ENTER.
I mostly keep my window closed, even though I desperately need the fresh air.
First, the air at this major terminus isn’t fresh at all, exhaust fumes, combined with all the
kicked-up grime of the city, forms gritty sludge that my second-floor window isn’t high
enough to rise above. I forgot to close the window I had opened due to an unbearable
broken radiator on March 15th of 2020. When I returned, almost four months later, after
regaining access to the studio, a thick covering of fine, ashy grime coated the entire
window area. The air felt thick and stale, hazy with particulates that had trickled from the
outside in, forming an atmosphere undisturbed for months by a human presence. The
windowsill looked like a carefully dressed film set for a scene taking place during the
Dustbowl. To me, it felt more like the “zone” building from Tarkovsky’s Stalker, or the
sand battered hovel from Teshigahara’s Woman in the Dunes.
Second, the noise is unbearable, verging on maddening during rush “hour”
which lasts for at least three hours in the evenings, often four. There is a constant blare
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of horns emitting from cars, trucks, e-bikes, the shouts of disgruntled drivers and traffic
cops, sirens from squad cars, ambulances, fire trucks, and occasionally a voice over a
loudspeaker demanding “BACK UP” or “TURN AROUND”. Even with the windows
closed, I search for music that can form a syncopated rhythm with the wild cacophony
outside to let it fade from my mind.
So, the windows mostly stay closed. The issue, other that the desire for fresh air,
and the necessity of ventilation when working with loose powders and pigments, is the
humidity. Over the course of the past year, my studio has formed a uniquely wet
climate. There is a musty, mildewy kind of dampness that clings to the air and covers
objects quickly with condensation.
On any given day in my studio there would be a large vat of dye simmering on a
hot plate, water boiling on an electric kettle, wet fabric drip drying from a series of
bungee cords and ratchet straps crisscrossing the studio in ever-changing webs, rat-atat-tatting drips filling bins, buckets, bowls and pots with water and dye. There are
buckets everywhere. Buckets filled with fetid liquids; old dye vats gone bad, fabric
soaking in mordants or dyes, buckets filled with cloudy water and paint brushes, smaller
vessels filled with various acrylic gels, paints, mashed up bananas. Containers full of
glass flakes and microspheres, mica, abalone shell, malachite and pigments ranging
from ancient raw sienna to florescent pink. Assemblages of dirt, rocks, shells, shards of
pottery, beach glass and beach metal, a dragonfly, a luna moth, wood covered with
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phthalo blue spores, etc. A not so natural collection of balloons found on the street,
shiny and iridescent bags, found or saved, vinyl cut outs and images suspended in gel
fixed to the windows, creating crude stained glass, two found rearview mirrors, one
fairly intact the other shattered, scraps of mirrored mylar, glass bricks, masonry blocks,
cinderblocks, space blankets of every variety, scraps of nylon, webbing, nets, tinsel, etc.
(Image 1.)
Everything in the studio was affected by this climate, with each element
contaminating its neighbor, co-creating a larger whole: the studio became an
ecosystem. Scraps of plastics, fabrics, found objects, pile up and cover every surface,
sorted, and resorted by categories whose former logic quickly becomes elusive to me.
Everything is in a constant state of transformation, in flux. Things form and develop
together, rubbing off one another, becoming one and then later splitting apart into two
entirely new wholes. A combination of my own efforts and natural forces are at play,
with chance and the unknown constantly present. Things are folded, drilled into,
painted, dyed, layered with plastic adhesives, covered with particulates of various scales
and shapes, dyed again, tied, compressed, painted, ripped, sewn, maybe dyed again,
bleached, partially destroyed, patched, painted over, ripped out, disassembled, bent,
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reconfigured, and again, ad-infinitum. The materials and objects inside the studio, and
me along with them, begin to behave ecologically. 1
It isn’t until this flotsam starts to have a relationship with the wall, that things
begin to solidify into an interlocking of form and image. The way things are hung, the
points of connection with the wall, becomes an essential step in forming the work. The
white, solid plane of the wall becomes just as important, just as essential to the overall
image as anything happening inside the thing itself. “Negative” spaces are created by:
strips of dangling linen, a large tentpole arch, an unzipped flap and a flayed open
balloon, the rungs of a ladder formed from an emergency shelter. It’s not that the piece
is completed on the wall, rather, that it starts to form a relationship with the wall, or
forms in relation to the wall. The work often comes back down to the floor, goes back
in the dye vat, accumulates or jettisons elements, but, almost as if its gravity has been
augmented, it sets the constellation of elements in the studio into a different orbit.

Timothy Morton, “Being Ecological | Lecture by Philosopher Timothy Morton,” Being Ecological |
Lecture by Philosopher Timothy Morton (March 21, 2018).

1
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Mirrored Dissolve
Certain ontologies, epistemologies, and cosmologies
prior to those of Descartes were based upon the microcosm/macrocosm paradigm and founded on principles
of natural resemblance. They would have us discover
microcosmic signs everywhere: worlds reflected in a
drop of water, a crystal ball, a garden pool; the labyrinth, or an entire garden, as a symbol of the world
and, ultimately, our very souls as the hieroglyphics of
cosmic being and the marks of destiny itself. As each
microcosm implies a different ontology, as each narrative implies a different epistemology and psychology, it
must be also realized that the perceptual experience of
the world is but a rhetorical effect, and that aesthetics
does not merely apply to art but rather to experience in
general.

				

Alan S. Weiss, Mirrors of Infinity

A floral grid of silver mylar and safety orange. A gritty blue residue. A space
blanket, factory folded, repeatedly enters my indigo dye vat. Each exposure a chemical
lick, like Pliny’s bear cub formed by its mother’s tongue2. The back comes to the front
as the outside enters in. Mirrored mylar is eaten away by indigo, forming an image of
rhythmic disruption- a rippling grid.
A reflector of heat on one side and beacon of visibility on the other (safety
orange, which has since been supplanted by that nearly ubiquitous safety chartreuse, a
color that has strayed far from its monastic origins)3. The mirrored mylar, here used to
reflect heat, also reflects light, repels water, is cold and smooth to the touch.
“Natural” forces act on “unnatural” materials. Fermented plant matter (indigo)
engages with the residue of long-dead pressurized plant-matter from the Carboniferous

“According to a long classical and medieval tradition, the bear cub is born as formless matter which the
mother bear forms into shape by licking it.” As recorded in Pliny, in Historia Naturalis 8.54: [These are
masses of unformed white flesh, little larger than mice, without eyes or fur; only their claws stick out. Little
by little, in licking this mass, the mothers shape them.] Rebecca Zorach, “Despoiled at the Source,” Art
History 22, no. 2 (1999): pp. 244-269, https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-8365.00151, 265.

2

The color is named after the drink, “A liqueur made by the monks of La Grande-Chartreuse (the head
monastery of the Carthusians, near Grenoble), with aromatic herbs and brandy” Oxford English
Dictionary, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), s.v. “Chartreuse.”

3
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Age (plastics). As the zoophyte4 lingers between categories of animal and plant, living
and non-living, so too are natural and artificial vibrational, unstable categories.5
Zooming out, this warbling mirror, projects light from above onto the gray
translucent plastic that hangs a couple inches away from the wall. An analog projection
of dappled light. Zooming out further, indigo stripes spread out across pieces of linen,
at frequencies mirroring those of the gridded space blankets. Zoom out further, these
incremental, overlapping, elements form the architecturally scaled “({Jacob’s Ladder})”
(Image 2).
A combination of reflective and absorbent materials is required in constructing a
protective outer-shell for a body exposed to the elements. The goal is not just to keep
the outside out, but to slow the entropic transfer of heat and stabilize the body’s
temperature. In the cold, the shell reflects the body’s heat back toward itself, or in the
heat, reflects the heat of the sun away from the body. One such emergency shelter, a
“bivvy” (short for bivouac shelter) is a kind of large reflective bag. This bivvy utilizes tiny

A now archaic word that referred to: “an animal thought to resemble or have certain characteristics of a
plant or flower” or “a plant thought to resemble an animal or to have certain qualities characteristic of
animals, esp. a sensitive plant or vegetable lamb” Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2004), s.v. “zoophyte.”
5
Donna Haraway’s updated version of the zoophyte is the “critter”. In Staying with the Trouble, she
writes that the term: “’critters’ refers promiscuously to microbes, plants, animals, humans and
nonhumans, and sometimes even to machines.” Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in
the Chthulucene (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2016), 161.
4
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dots of reflective mylar foiled onto absorbent (seemingly highly flammable) fibrous
plastic.
Here in my vat, this membrane will interact with fermenting indigo in a similarly
diametric way. Indigo, which bonds through a process of oxidation (meaning it gains its
color internally through exposure), adheres to the absorbent fibers of the bivvy and
reflects from hydrophobic metallic dots. I put the bivvy through a roughshod version of
shibori, the Japanese manual resist technique. Quickly-cut, roughly circular pieces of
plywood clamp together either side of the accordion-folded bivvy. Screws then pierce
through plywood circle, bivvy, and back to plywood (Image 3). The whole monstrous
assembly is dunked repeatedly in the indigo vat, blue building on blue, until the
plywood, the bivvy, the floor, the wooden spoon, the rubber gloves, as well as the
artist’s hands are all blue (Blues have a way of spreading, of taking over). Once
unfurled, the indigo pattern, along with the rough holes and marks left by the screws
and plywood discs, tell a story of formation, a kind of geology.
This is the basis of what would become the spinal column like
checkerboard that hangs in the center of “({Jacob’s Ladder})”, from a network of long,
outstretching lines of linen dyed in Madder. Madder, another historic natural dye, is
created from the root of a plant from the same family as coffee, another instance of
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color and drug sitting in close proximity6. Madder, like many dyes and pigments, was
believed to have medicinal qualities. If a woman was not getting her “monthlies”, she
was meant to imbibe liquid madder, and through a medieval logic ruled by symbolic
resemblances, red in, red out.

In Bluets, Maggie Nelson writes “Pharmakon means drug, but as Derrida and others have pointed out,
the words, the word in Greek famously refuses to designate whether poison or cure. It holds both in the
bowl. In the dialogues Plato uses the word to refer to everything from an illness, its cause, its cure, a
recipe, a charm, a substance, a spell, artificial color, and paint” Maggie Nelson, Bluets (London, UK:
Vintage UK, 2019), 73.

6
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A Chain of Correspondences

Human beings walk through a forest of symbols/
Who observe them with an intimate regard.
						-Baudelaire

The liquid and fluid humor metamorphoses
Into rays, comets, stars, and marvels.
Here globes soar and bubbles rise;
There miniscule spheres ceaslessly swirl;
Everything secretly germinates, the jets multiply.
Everything undulates and streams, and bursts and flows.
					
					

- Giovan Battisa Marino

							

L’Adore

From Ecological Preserve to NO TRESPASSING signs. Day-glo orange is
worn during hunting season to differentiate oneself from the dun-colored fallen
and trampled leaves, naked trees and tawny coats of the in-season prey.
RealTree ™ camouflage, as ubiquitous as the orange caps, is a quick, cheap, aid
to the hunter staying hidden from their prey.
“Blind/Sight” (Image 4), started with a RealTree ™ printed nylon oval, stretched
around a metal armature, with an arched zipper in the center. Given to me by an artist
friend, this hunting blind (as I later found out it was called), had been sitting dormant,
tucked away under a shelf for a long time, until I started throwing broken umbrellas,
deflated balloons, and pieces of mylar and vinyl into the indigo pot, to see what might
happen, and became curious about the nylon tent-like object. When dunked in indigo,
the pattern on this “hunting blind” shifts into the darkness of night.7 I surrounded this
human-scale cocoon with a thick border of linen, flecked with dye, bleach, markings of
residue collected during time spent on the studio floor, its own kind of understory.
Overdyed with a green once called “Lincoln,” a result of indigo mixed with weld, or
“dyer’s weed”, the color that cloaked Robin Hood in Sherwood Forest. The jump from
camo to tie-dye isn’t that far, both employ a kind of dappled light. There is psychedelic
logic to mimicry, the logic of likeness humming across bounded categories.

7

tiníeblas
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Unzipped, the hunting blind reveals two stacked ellipses of black, white and blue.
Layers of plastic, foil, crushed abalone, mussel and clam shells, spit and shimmer, sitting
among the residue of the indigo that traversed this rough terrain.
The green linen loops emit halos of metallic orange, creating an exoskeletal
doubling of the internal cocoon. A silvery cylinder of woven fiberglass straddles the top
of the hoop, striations of indigo and metallic white8 creating the unsettling impression
of an antenna of some kind, radio or insect.
Dappled light, which it’s said is the most soothing kind of light to humans, is
filtered through an overstory screen. This hazy binary echoes the fuzzy digital switches
of absorption and reflection that comprises most traditional dying techniques. Resists,
whether wax, clay-paste, or physical impediments by blocks or ties, allow the dyer to
control the flow and absorption of the dye into the fabric matrix.
Likenesses call out to one another, drawing each other close. “Whether observed
or not, diaphanous symbols look at ones another, know each other intimately, and when
a human being is present, they know them too. The likenesses regard the observer,
anticipating the external glance.”9 Razzle-dazzle camouflage was developed during
World War II, a graphic painted covering of American Naval Carriers used to deflect the

In Chroma, Derek Jarman argues that “all white is metallic”. Derek Jarman, Chroma (Minneapolis, MN:
University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 14.
9
Paul North, Bizarre-Privileged Items in the Universe: The Logic of Likeness (Brooklyn, NY, NY: Zone
Books, 2021), 136.
8
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radars of passing U-boats. Soldiers, including artists like Ellsworth Kelly, borrowed from
animal strategies to confuse predatory eyes and disguise size, direction, and speed.
Cephalopods, masters of disguise through patterning, employ similarly complex
maneuvers. Along with dazzling signals to potential mates and pixelated skins of
moving camouflage, cephalopods employ a third strategy: deimatic displays, which are
“dramatic pattens often produced while fleeing a predator. It’s hypothesized that they
are an attempt to startle or confuse the foe- to suddenly look different, and weird, in a
way that might lead the predator to pause or lose their bearings.”10
This logic of likeness, spreading out over “bizarre-privileged items in the
universe”11 resounds around the idiosyncratic displays of The Museum of Jurassic
Technology. In an interview about the museum, Lawrence Weschler12 describes how:
At first glance, his museum may seem like any other, although almost
immediately you begin to experience the slight sense of slippage. For
instance, the very first display you encounter is an exhibit entitled
“Protective Auditory Mimicry.” Together, encased under glass, are
displayed a luminous iridescent beetle and next to it a similarly tiny
iridescent pebble. The wall placard to the side asserts that over the eons
this beetle has adapted to make precisely the same sound when
threatened that this pebble makes at rest.13

Peter Godfrey-Smith, Other Minds: The Octopus and the Evolution of Intelligent Life (William Collins,
2021), 125.
11
Paul North finds the title of his book and this category from idiosyncratic French intellectual Roger
Callois who: “describes homeotic vicinities as organized around “‘bizarre-privileged items in the
universe’. There is no better name for the heavily overburdened conjunctions of multiple series, places
where circuits light up (North, 101).” Callois famously had a collection of rocks, gems and minerals in
which he saw images of other things.
12
Writer of “Mr. Wilson’s Cabinet of Wonders” along with books of interviews with Robert Irwin and
David Hockney.
13
“StoryCorps/Museum of Jurassic Technology.” Episode. All Things Considered, December 6, 1996.
10
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Thinking of such resemblances calling out to one another, we can look with fresh eyes
at the “Butterfly of Peace” at the Mignone Hall of Gems and Minerals at the Natural
History Museum14, a large butterfly shape created from “240 diamonds representing
every variety of fancy colored diamond in existence.”15 The harmony of gems and
insect wings exists, perhaps, at the same vibrational frequency shared by camouflage
and tie-dye. Or, as Timothy Morton puts it in Dark Ecology:
The human tendency to produce feedback loops at the level of
representation is not unique. Viruses, flowers, iridescent wings, Kantian
beauty, tropes, earworms, and daft ideas that float around in my head all
share something. They are symptoms of the irreducible gap between
being and appearing that eats away at the metaphysics of presence from
the inside. Viruses and tropes and flowers might not only share some
family resemblance. They might actually be part of the same family.16

A more venerated institution than The Museum of Jurassic Technology, but one that shares the same
origins in the Wunderkammern and curiosity cabinets of the Renaissance and early Enlightenment.
15
“Mignone Halls of Gems and Minerals: AMNH,” American Museum of Natural History, accessed
December 01, 2021, https://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/permanent/gems-minerals.
14

Timothy Morton, Dark Ecology: For a Logic of Future Coexistence (NY, NY: Columbia University Press,
2018), 104.

16
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Caustic Conduits
All of nature in its awful vastness and incomprehensible complexity is in the end interrelated - worlds within worlds within
worlds: the seen and the unseen - the physical and the immaterial are all connected - each exerting influence on the next
- bound, as it were, by chains of analogy - magnetic chains.
Every decision, every action mirrors, ripples, reflects and echoes
throughout the whole of creation. The world is indeed bound
with secret knots.
-Valentine Worth on Athanasius Kircher

In “Marine Grotesque” (Image 5), hand dyed thin linen, edged in cotton
webbing, hangs from a large s-curve of braided copper wire anchored by four copper
roofing nails. Copper, prized for its conductivity, is highly excitable, on the move at a
molecular level. I saturated this copper rope in vinegar and doused it with salt.
Covering it, I left it to fester. A green flowering patina of verdigris bloomed out of the
copper in this accelerated exposure. Pushing and pulling the braided wire like a
Chinese finger trap, I made undulating swells and contractions, decorative, digestive.
Two flags, also eroded, also, in a sense, grown. I dyed the upper with weld, the
lower with cochineal. Cochineal is a bloody color. The ground-up and boiled remains of
(female) scale insects that can be found on Prickly Pear cacti, the prized blood-red dye
of the pre-Columbian empires, whose vibrancy and value drove the bloody empireexpansion of the conquistadors, right along with gold and spices.17 Through a mixture
of alchemy and ignorance, the cochineal dye I produced in my studio is shifted to a
brilliant magenta. I squeezed a quick grid out of a bottle filled with bleach. The bleach
eats not only at the hue, but at the matrix of delicate linen, burning chemical holes.

“Nor can color easily be separated from spices, another form of polymorphous magical substance. The
European spice trade with the Orient meant a whole lot more than spices (a word derived from the Latin
species). It meant dyestuffs, perfumes, and medicines, as well as condiments, a trade in which dyestuffs
represented “a major portion of the overall spice trade.” Michael Taussig, What Color Is the Sacred?
(Chicago, Ill, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 146.
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Animal, Mineral, Vegetable, entwined sinuously, like all great grotesques18. The warbly
grids are suspended from the copper snake, looping from top to bottom, back and
forth, conducting here not electrical currents, but certainly something not quite visible
to the eye.

Also called arabesques, a form of decorative art popular in medieval manuscripts and later a major
decorative element of the rococo style, featuring swirling images of plants, animals and humans
morphing in fantastical ways.
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A G G R E G AT E

On an inhumanly large timescale, rocks behave like liquids,
coming and going, moving, shifting, melting. Rocks fail to sit
there doing nothing. Humans aren’t caught in anthropocentrism without an exit, because they can discern rocks to be liquid, attuning to the timescale on which that liquidity operates,
letting it affect them, becoming excited or horrified.
-Timothy Morton, Humankind

The neoplatonic universe resembles a hologram: each sphere
of knowledge mirrors all the others and is convertible to them.
-Paul North, BPIITU

Five scales of glass microspheres are employed in my studio. From large to small:
1.

Marbles, large, purchased over lockdown. Used to hydrate powdered indigo with a little bit of
warm water in a glass mason jar. Shake vigorously for at least one minute.

2.

Marbles, medium, found in second floor kitchen of the studio building. Use: TBD.

3.

Large glass microspheres, “Baby Jumbo Glass Beads”, gifted by painter friend/former Guerra
Paint employee. Use: visibly distinct orbs. Sits nicely in tar gel, small enough to adhere to paint.

4.

Small glass microspheres, “Glass Beads #3” bought from Guerra. Use: most similar to what is
used on crosswalks to make them visible at night. Good adherence and great light refraction.

5.

Microscopic microspheres bought (too expensive, luxury tape) retro-reflective “Gear Aid” tape.
Use: safety wear for workers, bikers, etc. Great for repair, reinforcement, flashing light.

Glass microspheres suspended in plastic, both behaving liquidly, at some point
plasma, now a kind of fragile solid. A film, an aggregate, a series of lenses and a
harnesser of refraction. Thin skins composed of glass beads and plastics are chemically
peeled from their mylar substrates and placed in a stack. Chemically changed by their
submersion in the fermenting dye pot. In Flayed Star (Image 6) strange pinks and
greens emerging from the comingling of colored foil, plastics, glass, indigo.
Stop still, transfixed, a construction flood-lit commotion up ahead. Young men in
high-vis jumpsuits guide an agricultural-looking piece of machinery through the street.
White pigment shoots out in a fizzy spray, replacing the impossibly dull-seeming gray
that it will soon become. Trailing this tractor, like Millet’s “sower,” another worker
scoops glass microspheres out of a bag and throws them onto the fresh bright stripe. A
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janitorial broom evens the distribution and pushes away the extras. My bike skitters
over the millions of unfixed microspheres.
Mary Coarse, an artist who split her time between Los Angeles and New York, was
associated with both the “Light and Space” artists of California and the post Ab-Ex
artists of New York City’s downtown scene. Coarse made large white monochromes,
and experimented with the materials that could be found on Canal Street such as
lighting tubes, plexiglass, neon, etc.
In the late ‘60s, she introduced glass microspheres into her
white paint, extending the effect of the work beyond its
literal material aspect to incorporate the changing refraction
of light; even the hues of the painting alter, depending on
the viewer’s vantage.19
Coarse became so enamored with and fascinated by glass microspheres that she
completely covered the walls of her apartment in them, allowing herself to live in this
world of refracted light.
The use of glass microspheres harnesses the same principle of refraction, which is
essentially, “reflection through a transparent mirror”20 that explains the brilliant displays
of color in opals as well as rainbows. Back in the Mignone Hall of Gems and Minerals
(Image 7), a display on “Iridescence from Uniform Particles” describes how the tiny silica
spheres that compose opals “bend, split and refract incoming light. The returning light

Katy Siegel and Dawoud Bey, High Times, Hard Times New York Painting, 1967-1975: Exhibition (New
York, NY: Independent Curators International, 2006), 60.
20
North, 136
19
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has a wavelength of about twice the diameter of the spheres. Regions with differently
sized spheres allow opals to flash with dazzling color.”21 Rainbows, meanwhile are
formed when light hits droplets of water at a specific angle to the viewer.
“Each color comes from a different drop to reach the observer’s eye, and inside
each drop the light is refracted as it enters. Is reflected off the back wall of the drop,
then refracted again on exiting back to the observer, who must be at an angle of 42
degrees between the sun and the drop of rain.”22
Glass microspheres are used to agitate liquid when on the loose. Fixed, they form a
pattern and an environment. In Gathering Moss, Robin Wall Kimmerer describes the
highly specialized techniques employed by mosses to attract, collect, store and
distribute water- their essential life force:
Even the microscopic surface of the leaf is sculpted to attract
and hold a thin film of water. The leaves may be pleated
into minute accordion folds that trap water in its crevices,
undulations of rolling hills and water filled valleys. Species of
arid habitats often have leaf cells that are studded with tiny
bumps called papillae, forming a rough surface you can feel
if you rub the leaf gently between your fingertips.23

“Mignone Halls of Gems and Minerals: AMNH,” American Museum of Natural History, accessed
December 15, 2021, https://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/permanent/gems-minerals.
21

Philip Fisher, Wonder, the Rainbow, and the Aesthetics of Rare Experiences (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1998), 95.
2

Robin Wall Kimmerer, Gathering Moss: A Natural and Cultural History of Mosses (London, UK: Penguin
Books, 2021), 40.
23
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Like papillae, the glass microspheres form an environment that slows, traps, and
distributes water. When placed on a smooth, reflective surface like mirrored mylar, or
foil, this microclimate of tiny spheres slows down the indigo dye that travels over it,
flipping the switch from reflect to absorb by “harnessing the adhesive and cohesive
forces of water.”24
The indigo arches in “Barring Illumination” (Image 8), were formed from glass
microspheres suspended in gel that I had painted on a foiled balloon. Once dyed in
indigo, the foil of the balloon degraded, while the glass environment held the
suspended indigo close, allowing it to absorb, forming translucent blue lenses that I
later sewed onto the woven fiberglass base. Below the arches sit two rectangles
formed from two halves of an iridescent plastic gift bag. I covered these two halves with
glass microspheres of two distinct scales and half-submerged them in the indigo pot.
You can see the indigo particles sticking behind, slowed down by the larger beads,
while the smaller ones refract the light more evenly, creating a more intense color shift.

24

Ibid, 41
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Structural Color
As an architect told Frazier, verdigris is not opaque. It is “crystalline … you’re looking into it.” You’re seeing a century of change
and molecular growth. You’re seeing into the past. There’s
brown. There’s green.
-Katy Kelleher

Crystals of bright green malachite and deep blue azurite can
be seen in this block’s cavities. These formed with acidic, copper-rich fluids flowed through the cracks in the original limestone and deposited azurite, malachite, and some iron oxides.
-Mignone Hall of Gems and Minerals

Verdigris, the green crystalline coating that emerges when copper is exposed to
salt + water + time, is a long valued and fugitive blue-green that, “both is and isn’t
turquoise”25
For many hundreds of years, verdigris was the most brilliant green readily
available to painters. In the Middle Ages and during the Renaissance,
artists commonly manufactured verdigris by hanging copper plates over
boiling vinegar and collecting the crust that formed on the metal26

Painters loved this green, even though it was extremely fugitive and would fade
or shift to brown over time. Perhaps this is an embrace of impermanence, or maybe an
admission of the inability to replicate this crystalline green. I was led to verdigris by
noting its similarity to indigo: a result of exposure + time, color that both is and isn’t a
pigment, that behaves, like all blues, atmospherically.27
Connected to this root desire for structural color is another display from the
Museum of Jurassic Technology: a series of “micromosaics" depicting flowers in vases,
created out of the iridescent scales of butterfly wings. They were created by Henry
Dalton, who “would collect numerous butterfly wings of multiple species from all over
the world. Carefully striping off individual scales with a needle, each scale was then
sorted by color, size, and shape creating an extensive palette.28” This desire to paint

Katy Kelleher, “Verdigris: The Color of Oxidation, Statues, and Impermanence,” The Paris Review,
November 24, 2020.
26
Ibid
27
See Rebecca Solnit, “The Blue of Distance” in A Field Guide for Getting Lost
25

“Micromosaics of Harald Henry Dalton,” The life and work of Henry Dalton (The Museum of Jurassic Technology),
accessed December 10, 2021, https://www.mjt.org/exhibits/dalton/dalton.html.
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with the iridescence of butterfly wings, whose color is structural, lenticular, impossibly
delicate, straddles the line of reality and illusion, of the material and immaterial.
Lynda Benglis, an artist famously restless about what could and couldn’t be used
to make paintings and what qualified as “painting” in the first place, dug deep into the
materiality of her work with the ultimate aim of controlling the illusion she created for
her viewer. She speaks of this toggling between the real and the virtual:
I was looking at the death of painting in the [critic] Bernard Berenson
sense of “painterly” painting. I decided to investigate ways I could make
a new form or image that invoked the organic and liquidity. I wasn’t
breaking away from painting but trying to redefine what it was. I was also
getting away from stain painting and the grain of the canvas, because
they made the process too legible. I wasn’t interested in that, I was
interested in illusion.29

One of Benglis’s glitter knots, which was recently included in “With Pleasure:
Pattern and Decoration in American Art 1972-1985”30 shockingly features not only a
spine of colorful stripes of glitter, but iridescent plastic blooms, bursting out of either
end of the glitter-stick (Image 9). These floral shapes are composed of crinkled
translucent film with a pearlescent finish that flip-flops between a pinky-purple and a
nauseating chartreuse. These materials are not only coded as decorative, feminine and

Katy Siegel, High Times, Hard Times New York Painting, 1967-1975: Exhibition (New York, NY:
Independent Curators International, 2006), 131.
30
Hessel Museum, June 26-November 28, 2021. This was a majorly influential exhibition for me,
especially the work of Al Loving, Alan Shields, Ree Morton, Howardina Pindell, and Sam Gilliam.
29
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unserious but play with and harness light and color structurally. Ab-ex and disco balls
indeed.31
Returning to the cephalopod, a species that has mastered embodied cognition,
along with the ability to create some of the most fantastic displays of structural color in
the critter-verse. Cephalopods (giant cuttlefish specifically here), have skin like “a
layered screen” composed of chromatophores, which include “sacs of colored
chemical” and muscles cells that stretch and compress the sac into different shapes to
create different colors. In the layer beneath the chromophore:32
… we find several kinds of reflecting cells. These cells do not
display fixed pigments, as chromophores do, but reflect back
incoming light. This reflecting need not be a simple mirroring. In
iridophores, light is bounced and filtered through tiny stacks of
plates. These plates separate and direct the light’s different
wavelengths, shining back colors that can be different from those
that came in […] Just below the iridophores, the leucophores are
another kind of reflecting cell; they do not manipulate the light
but reflect it straight back. As a result, they often appear white,
though they can reflect whatever color is around.33

Title of Amy Sillman’s excellent re-assessment of Ab-Ex, whose “terrain of gestural, messy, physical,
chromatic, embodied, handmade practices…” can be recomplicated though an injection of camp
and vulgarity. Amy Sillman, “Ab-Ex and Disco Balls: In Defense of Abstract Expressionism II,”
ArtForum, 2011, pp. 314-325, 323.

31

32
33

Godfrey-Smith, 110
Ibid, 110-111
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Space Unfolded
Spiral: A schematic image of the evolution of the universe. It
is also a classical form symbolizing the orbit around the moon,
and a symbol for growth arising […] out of the concept of the
rotation of the earth. In the Egyptian system of hieroglyphs the
spiral […] denotes cosmic forms in motion, or the relationship
between unity and multiplicity. Of especial importance in relation to the spiral are bonds and serpents. The spiral is essentially macrocosmic.
-J.E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols

According to legend Dido was given a bulls hide and told she
could have as much land as the hide could surround. She cut it
into thin strips and enclosed a circle large enough to found the
city of Carthage.
-Ian Stewart, The Beauty of Numbers in Nature

Sometimes space doesn’t fold out right. A map is only a projection. The most
famous anamorph in the history of art sits in close proximity to a globe, rolled up maps,
and other tools of cartography. A memento mori when viewed from a precise location
(Image 10).
An animal hide is also flat, once dimensional. “Mappa Mundi” (Image 11), began
with a silver foiled animal hide that was given to me by an artist friend whose studio/
“fictive cultural agency”34 is down the street, at Centre and Canal. I folder, sewed,
dyed, stretched, and re-conditioned the leather, leaving behind small pin pricks from
the nails used to secure the edges and the from the needle passing through the
interior. Faint lines and smudges of blue appeared where the indigo managed to
penetrate the reflective foil. Wanting to keep the edges of the hide intact, I drew and
cut a spiral which emanated from the inside outward. As a symbol, spirals evoke
constant transformation and hold the possibility of expansion as well as retraction. On a
serger, I manically joined the leather hide with linen that had been sewn, dyed,
bleached, and redyed, merging the two into one spiraling form, a task that approached
impossibility as I reached the center. The sections of linen spiral that spilled over of the
edges of the leather drooped into theatrical swags.

34

www.thenewyorkboardoftaste.com
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A cone emerged from the flatness toward the center, which I cut in half, splayed
out into a cosmic egg. This oval was given structure with a flexible pole nested inside
the edge of a piece of linen I had carefully sewn and dyed in indigo and weld, a
remnant from when the world was slow. This was then threaded with paracord and a
toggle closure, suggesting a stuff sack that the whole thing might get pulled back into.
There is a satisfying flickering of resemblances in the green and blue pattern, flipping
quickly between flames, ripples, animal patterning, the opening of an orifice or a lens,
etc. All together this failed spiral, bisected and reassembled, visually echoes the
Ptolemaic model of the universe, with nested spheres or concentric circles that depict
the cosmos as a great chain of resemblances leading from the terrestrial to the
celestial.35
The work of Alan Shields anticipates space, surrounds it, frames it, opens it up to
possibilities that didn’t previously exist. Shields found a kindred thinker in Buckminster
Fuller, whose geodesic domes were a proposal for efficient, sustainable, do-it-yourself
form of futurist shelter. A series of these “Bucky Balls” as the domes are affectionately
called, were constructed by a commune of utopianists and artists called “The Drop Art
Collective” (Image 12). At “Drop City”, Shields imagined what new painting might look
“The Platonic view of the universe as a great chain of being in which planets, men,
animals, vegetables, minerals, and metals are linked together in complex hierarchies of correspondences
encouraged the belief that every existing thing is in some measure a symbol, or reflection, or something
else.” Allison P. Coudert, “Forgotten Ways of Knowing: The Kabbalah, Language, and Science in the
Seventeenth Century,” The Shapes of Knowledge from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment, 1991, pp.
83-99, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-94-011-3238-1_6, 92.
35
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like in these new dwellings, which were themselves symbolic of a new society. With no
flat, rectangular walls, Shields imagined painting hung from a single point on the dome
or freestanding on the floor (Image 13).36 As Lynda Benglis said,
When you think about Alan Shields, he wasn’t just a decorative artist or a
glorified hippie, he was someone who chose how he wanted to live and
make work within that context. Lewitt would compliment Shields, even
though you’d think they were opposites; they were, but both were
investigating what could be done within a grid or off the easel. We were
all a part of it.37

For her part Benglis discusses making “work that responded to architectural
situations and perspective, so the art was always based on the scale of the body and
involved with illusion.”38 In an installation at the Clocktower (Image 14), in 1973,
Benglis’s knot paintings seem to be caught mid-creep, hanging off the white brick walls,
strangely animate and embodied. In and among the paintings are haphazardly draped
string lights, creating a circuitry between the objects and the space, and somehow
making the whole thing feel more bodily, a campy gesture suggesting bodily overflow
or boundary crossing.
Back to Shields for a moment and the concept of the surround:
His stitching and patching function as a kind of drawing, but it is far
removed from ordinary draftsmanship. Both supporting and clarifying
the stained surface with a striking explicitness, it also evokes, in some
degree, the emotional tonalities of ceremonial patterning in nonWestern cultures. Associations of this kind are especially strong in his
“fetishes,” his bead works and his grids- all of them can be seen as
Andrew Blauvelt and Greg Castillo, Hippie Modernism: The Struggle for Utopia (Minneapolis, MN:
Walker Art Center, 2015), 328.
37
Siegel, 131
38
Ibid
36
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artifacts to be employed in ceremonies not as yet revealed. His tentlike
pieces seem to enclose space charged with similar possibilities. Even his
works most like traditional paintings can be seen just as easily as
banners, maps, or possibly capes.39

Shields’ pieces not only anticipate new kinds of spaces, but transform the spaces into
which they enter, though, as Benglis insists in her own work, remain illusory, pointing to
the possibility of a new world entirely.

Andrew Blauvelt and Greg Castillo, Hippie Modernism: The Struggle for Utopia (Minneapolis, MN:
Walker Art Center, 2015), 50.

39
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REORIENTING THE SENSES

It matters what matters we use to think other matters with; it
matters what stories we tell to tell other stories with; it matters
what knots knot knots, what thoughts think thoughts, what
descriptions describe descriptions, what ties tie ties. It matters
what stories make worlds, what worlds make stories.
-Donna Haraway

Things are only ideas, permit your ideas to become
things.

-Jean Dubuffet

In Entangled Life, Merlin Sheldrake recounts a story his friend, a philosopher and
magician recounted to him about his experience as the house magician at Alice’s
Restaurant40:
One evening, two customers returned to the restaurant shortly after
leaving and pulled David aside, looking troubled. When they left the
restaurant, they said, the sky had appeared shockingly blue and the
clouds large and vivid. Had he put something in their drinks? As the
weeks went by, it continued to happen— customers returned to say
the traffic had seemed louder than it was before, the streetlights
brighter, the patterns on the sidewalk more fascinating, the rain more
refreshing. The magic tricks were changing the way people
experienced the world.41

This series of psychedelic after-images is very similar to how I feel after a long
day in the studio, when reality starts to shimmer. It’s not that this magician/philosopher
thinks this happens because he is such an incredible illusionist, but rather, that “coin
tricks loosen the grip of our expectations about the way hands and coins work.
Eventually, they loosen the grip of our expectations on our perceptions more generally.
Tricked out of our expectations, we fall back on our senses.” 42 I’m addicted to that
feeling I have when leaving the studio, when the gap between perceiving and knowing
has been blown open, and the simplest sight can gain a halo of phenomena. If I could
pass this feeling along to my viewer I would, but I hope to offer sites that might retain
an aura of this feeling, might light up new pathways between what is and what could be.

Made famous by the Arlo Guthrie’s Song, and coincidently, very close to where I grew up and went to
school.
41
Merlin Sheldrake, Entangled Life: How Fungi Make Our Worlds Change Our Minds & Shape Our
Futures (Dublin, IE: Vintage, 2021), 50.
42
Ibid
40
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In his lecture “Being Ecological”, Timothy Morton repeats his personal mantra
that guides his thinking, “the how is the what,”43 a thought that goes beyond, “the
medium is the message”44 and starts to point to embodied knowing. The ecological
conditions of my studio allow for natural, artificial, decorative, scientific, sacred,
repellant, beautiful, etc. to all be shifting descriptors, unable to firmly attach to any one
object or process. Because everything in the studio, including myself, acts on every
other thing in a messy tangle of origin and process, the work itself points to a thornier
and more wonderous reality than our expectations and entrenched categories currently
allow us to perceive.

Timothy Morton, “Being Ecological | Lecture by Philosopher Timothy Morton,” Being Ecological |
Lecture by Philosopher Timothy Morton (March 21, 2018).
44
McLuhan’s most impactful media theory in its briefest, from the book whose first edition, to McLuhan’s
delight, was titled “The Medium is the Massage” due to a printing error.
43
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